Answering the call for intimate products with taste, style and discretion, a team of European
designers came together with experts in the field of personal and sexual wellness and innovated a concept that would revolutionize the marketplace. With an eye toward design and
functionality, the shapes of our massagers are not only pleasing to the eye, they are also
created to ergonomically conform to a woman’s body… to a woman’s natural contours.

products for your
personal well-being

We at Natural Contours® have always believed that personal well-being is key to a healthy,
happy and fulfilling life and that products meant to enhance ones intimate relationship with
oneself or with a partner deserve to be made with care and quality. We hope the Natural
Contours® product you have just purchased contributes to your personal well-being.
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Along with a powerful three-speed vibration, the BonBon offers an additional pulsating feature
for your pleasure. Its unique ergonomic
curve allows it to sit on the woman’s pubic bone for
TM
TM
direct clitoral stimulation. The BonBon can be used solo or during lovemaking. The BonBon
can also be worn inside your panties.

BonBon
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Operates on two AAA batteries, included.
To install batteries: Set + and - as shown.
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To operate, push control button in order to reach one of four desired settings in the following order:
strongest vibration
medium vibration
mild vibration
pulsation

intimate massager
better than chocolate

instructions

EN

To clean: use a damp washcloth and mild soap.
TM
Caution: the BonBon is water-resistant. However, it should not be submersed in water.

Please visit our web site for more information
about Natural Contours®. You’ll find a list of
commonly asked questions about how to use
our products and ways to incorporate them
in to an intimate relationship. You can also
read comments from consumers, sexuality
professionals and product reviewers, and
learn about new products on the way.

www.naturalcontours.com

